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Keeping it Real: Intensive Instruction and the
Future of Russian Language and Culture in U.S. Universities
Thomas J. Garza
Since the global economic downturn in 2008, few programs in languages
other than English in the U.S. have managed to escape the chilling effect
of shrinking budgets on academic institutions. With fewer financial
resources available to support the educational missions of language
departments, many programs nationally have either devolved into
smaller, leaner academic units at best, or at worst, have been cancelled
entirely. These dire economic times, coupled with a new incarnation of
culture wars aimed at the very heart of the relevance and value of a
liberal arts education, have compelled some university administrators
and program directors to seek innovative ways to do more in the
classroom with fewer resources in order to keep their language programs
viable, or prevent them from being cut entirely. While radical curricular
and programmatic change may smack of desperation and might seem to
be succeeding only in staving off the apparent inevitable decline of
foreign language study in the U.S., at least one pedagogically significant
development is emerging from much of this curricular “perestrojka”: a
rethinking – a reimagining – of earlier intensive methods of instruction
for our language programs that has informed the creation of an
innovative model of instruction and assessment designed to revitalize
foreign language study.
Many current models of intensive instruction in foreign language
education have their pedagogical roots in the innovative and often
controversial methods of Bulgarian psychotherapist Georgij Lozanov and
his cognitive processing-inspired “Suggestopedia,” a 1970s-era
methodology for quick memorization, internalization, and subsequent
recitation of specific data, be they mathematical formulae or foreign
language dialogs. While frequently criticized for its unorthodox
classroom practices (e.g., only twelve students in a group, comfortable
chairs, classical and baroque musical “séances,” and the assignment of
fictitious identities to students) and questionable results (some
participants found that the large amount of material that was quickly
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learned was equally quickly forgotten following the intensive
Suggestopedia course (Garza, 1984; Richards and Rodgers, 2001), the
Lozanov method’s informed a sizeable number of intensive programs
around the world through the 1980s. At the core of the method was a
fundamental notion of “freeing” learners from the affective factors of
anxiety and self-doubt that are rooted in their own personality
(личность) by using whole-brain processing of the given information
(Lozanov, 1978). By the late 1980s, as a number of Soviet foreign
language educators were reexamining this controversial method—rather
than eliminating the positive affective underpinnings of the method
together with the unorthodox classroom practices—they instead
incorporated the constructive and productive features of Lozanov’s
Suggestopedia into more practical and effective intensive methodologies.
The height of the development and classroom practice of so-called
«интенсивные методы обучения» in the Soviet Union came in the late
1980s and early 1990s, during which time language teaching specialists
such as G.A. Kitajgorodskaja promoted a theatrical, performance-based
language classroom for French (1986a) in her version of the intensive
method implemented at Moscow State University. Though the training
of sizeable groups of instructors capable of conducting these classes
proved to be difficult, at the core of her methodology was this simple
pragmatic goal: «Цель интенсивного обучения—в кратчайший срок
овладеть умениями иноязычного общения» (Китайгородская 1986b,
5). Precisely how such a lofty proficiency-oriented goal could be attained
in “the shortest term possible” without increasing learner anxiety and
stress 1 was best elucidated in the Soviet Union by E.I. Passov, who
described intensive instruction toward the goal of communicative
competence as a process embracing five characteristics: 1) all activity
involving the language must be meaningful; 2) every action in the
language must be motivated; 3) there must be active interaction between
and among participants in the speech act; 4) the artifacts present during
any communication should be authentic; and 5) such artifacts should be
used as the basis for the production of real communication (Passov 7-8).
Horwitz, Horwitz, and Cope (1986) conducted groundbreaking research in the U.S. on
the subject of language learner anxiety in general, and Spielmann and Radnofsky (2001)
presented an ethnographic portrait of learner anxiety in semi-immersion programs like
the Middlebury Summer Language Schools. Data is currently being collected from the
Intensive language programs at the University of Texas using the Foreign Language
Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) developed by Horwitz, et al.

1
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These tenets quickly became the basis for the Soviet formulation and
understanding of communicative competence in the writings of A.A.
Alkhazishvili (1988); they were also incorporated into the methodological
handbook of T.I. Kapitonova and A.N. Shchukin (1987), who described
the unique Soviet iteration of intensive instruction as: «обучение
иностранному языку, опирающееся на неиспользуемые в обычном
обучении резервы личности и деятельности учащихся» (215). In all of
these cases, the focus of the Soviet intensive methodology remained
primarily on the role and capabilities of the individual learner in the
process of gaining proficiency in a foreign language, an emphasis that
has found its place anew in contemporary U.S. language classroom
practices.
If these basic premises of the Soviet intensive models—focusing
on lowered affective factors, student-centered instruction, and copious
motivated face-to-face interaction in the language—are revisited and
updated today to accommodate and take advantage of available 21st
century instructional technologies, and the access, by means of this
technology, to unlimited sources of authentic and meaningful linguistic
and cultural input (especially via the Internet), a new, revised iteration of
the Soviet intensive methods emerges: a blended, hybrid Intensive
method. Such a model would have to take into account the shift in the
last two decades toward the goal of functional proficiency—especially in
oral competence—for our global, 21st century students. Thus, the socalled “depersonalization” of the student often associated with the
original Lozanov intensive method is necessarily replaced with a much
more student-centered, highly individualized instruction that distinguish
the current model of Intensive language and culture instruction. Given
the available access to linguistic and cultural artifacts via online
resources, the possiblity to create courses that permit and, indeed,
require students to become autonomous learners is greater now than it
has ever been.
Further, unlike most existing “accelerated” intensive courses
whose goal is to cover the same amount of material of a two-year
syllabus in one year, or the semi-immersion type of “intensive”
instruction offered at a number of university summer programs that also
attempt to cover a year of instruction in eight to ten weeks, the newer
Intensive models combine coverage of more material with appropriate
kinds of exposure to authentic input and communicative reinforcement.
The use of “Intensive” with a capital letter designates the new hybrid
9
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methodology, which draws on the organizational design and
psychological attributes of the older Soviet models, while now
incorporating a significant proportion of interactive, student-centered
activities performed online outside of class, thus fully shifting the focus
of in-class instruction to rigorous face-to-face interaction with, between,
and among the students. In addition, the new model also includes an
articulated summer “bridge course” abroad to reinforce and extend the
proficiency gains made during the academic year, following on the
successes of the national Flagship program model. While the student of
an Intensive language course does, indeed, proceed through the
equivalent of two years of coursework in only two semesters, it is the
quality of instruction that supersedes the quantity. At the base of such a
course, like its earlier Soviet counterparts, is extensive use of authentic
materials in and out of the classroom, a high concentration of multimodal input (e.g., video, audio, live native speakers, online, etc.),
extensive use of face-to-face interaction in the classroom, and a
proficiency-oriented syllabus with specific target outcome goals for each
of the language skills. While the earlier models of intensive instruction
focused primarily on the in-class portion of the course, the new
incarnation of the Intensive course features a significantly increased
amount of out-of-class assignments and projects using the language—as
much as three times the amount of time spent in class. As in the original
Soviet-era intensive methodologies, current Intensive courses rely on the
motivational force that individual work in the languages engenders in
each student, just as the development of a group identity in the
classroom provides equally powerful stimulus to perform.
Kitajgorodskaja described this crucial feature of intensive instruction as
«активизация возможностей личности и коллектива» (1986b, 11).
In addition to the traditional daily workbook-based homework
that accompanies each unit in the textbook, much of the presentation of
new material in the language, especially of grammar and lexicon, is
relegated to at-home assignments. While essential questions on grammar
are handled in the first minutes of every class, the bulk of valuable class
time is reserved for concentrated interaction in and with the language
using a variety of interfaces, such as video, audio, physical realia, and—
of course—live task-based communication. By increasing the in-class
contact time for “meaningful interaction with the language,” as Passov
and others have suggested, the true intensive potential of the course
becomes realized. Almost every minute of every hour of classtime is used
10
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for communication, primarily in the target language; talk about the
language is minimized, while talk in the language is maximized.
Such Intensive language courses, beginning with Arabic and
Persian, were first piloted at the University of Texas at Austin in the 2008
fall semester. Russian piloted its first section of Intensive Russian in fall
2010. At this writing, the list of languages being taught in the Intensive
format includes Arabic, Persian, Russian, Turkish, Hebrew, French,
Italian, Latin, and Vietnamese, with a number of other language
curricula now in the process of being revised to fit the Intensive format.
Curricula for these Intensive courses were designed to give students the
opportunity to fulfill the College of Liberal Arts’ two-year language
requirement in one year, while bringing students to appropriate
language-specific levels of functional proficiency at the end of the 30week (two semesters) program of study. Students taking Intensive
Russian complete a sequence of two six-hour courses—one classroom
hour on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and 90 minutes on
Tuesdays and Thursdays—with a proficiency goal of ACTFL
Intermediate-Mid/ILR 1 in speaking, reading, and listening. Because the
course requires substantial work outside of class in addition to the six
classroom hours, students taking the Intensive courses are advised to
take no more than six additional hours (usually two other three-hour
courses) in each semester 2. An experienced language instructor, plus a
graduate student Teaching Assistant, who participates actively in the
vigorous classroom practice and assists with the quite large amount of
grading, teaches the daily course. Following the two-semester course
sequence, for which students receive a total of 12 semester hours of
credit, students are strongly encouraged to continue and reinforce their
advanced study of Russian through the University’s five-week long
“Moscow Plus” study abroad program at Moscow International
University during the summer, before enrolling in an upper-division
On official biannual Course Instructor Surveys for the Intensive Russian courses at the
University of Texas from 2010 through 2013, students overwhelmingly responded that
the reduced course load taken during the one year of the language course did not have a
negative impact either their major requirements or their time to graduation. Several noted
that they regarded taking the course as “a worthwhile investment to be able to take
advanced courses sooner,” or “a short-term deferment of my major courses to fulfill the
language requirement in one year.” Only two individuals, both majors in Engineering,
commented that the reduced course load had affected their choice of instructors in a
required major course.
2
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Russian language or area content courses taught in Russian the following
fall.
Like our standard year-long first- and second-year Russian
courses, the Intensive course makes use of the two-volume textbook,
Russian Stage One: Live from Russia! vol. 1 and vol. 2 (Lekic, et al., 2008 and
2009) in the first semester, and Russian Stage Two: Welcome Back! (Dolgova
and Martin, 2010) in the second semester for the majority of grammar
and lexicon presentation, and for the cultural and conversational
material built into the video component of the text. The combination of a
very high amount of face-to-face interaction (teacher-student and
student-student) during the classroom portion is the core of the Russian
Intensive course, as well as a significant amount of time devoted to
diverse home tasks and preparation for the next class session. As clearly
stated in the course syllabus, overt grammatical and lexical presentation
are not part of the time spent in the Intensive classroom, and students
quickly realize that they are personally responsible for the advance
preparation of grammar and lexicon for the next day’s class. Students are
required to go over the presentation of grammar in the “Analysis”
section of each unit in the basic textbook, and review a designated
portion of the vocabulary for each unit at home. Supplementary online
exercise materials are provided to check their comprehension of the
relevant grammar and to practice the new lexicon before students come
to the following class.
The encouragement and promotion of the students’ autonomous
interaction3 with the language and culture is one of the main components
and a priority of the current iteration of the Intensive method. Robust
student engagement with language material—as an individual—was also
a significant tenet of the earlier Soviet intensive methods; however, the
emphasis was on students working with a live partner rather than with
virtual sources, as the Internet and web-based “interlocutors” for
autonomous interaction did not yet exist. Kitajgorodskaja describes this
crucial type of practice in her discussion of individual work using her
intensive method: «В процессе обучения учащемуся необходимо
научиться правильно оценивать своего собеседника и в соответствии

Wilga Rivers (1973) was one of the first language-teaching specialists to emphasize the
importance of learner “autonomous interaction.” Later in her 1987 work, Interactive
Language Teaching, she and other scholars described several approaches to promote and
attain such interaction in and out of the classroom.

3
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с его индивидуальными, личностными особенностями строить
стратегию и тактику общения, выбирая наиболее подходящие
формы и средства» (1986a, 159). In their current form, Intensive courses
make such interaction a significant part of the student’s assessment. On
the syllabi used at the University of Texas courses in Intensive Russian,
individual projects and the demonstration of time spent on task, such as
the Portfolio, compose 40 percent of the student’s final grade, reflecting
the importance of these activities as an integral part of the course. Thus,
in addition to preparing vocabulary and grammar at home, beginning in
Week Five of instruction, students also begin preparing small-scale
independent projects based on Internet research done entirely in Russian
on Russian websites. These projects are entirely student-centered, based
on their personal interests and preferences. For example, a student who
was devoted to her pet dog found websites and information on dog
training and dog shows in Moscow. Another student who was on our
tennis team explored online materials on Russian tennis players and
competitions. Yet another student who was a self-proclaimed film buff
explored sites for movie theatres in St. Petersburg to see what kinds of
films were playing there as compared to those playing in Austin, Texas.
For assessment purposes, the students turned in to the instructor a précis
of the material they found online, including URLs and screenshots, and
they wrote out first a bullet-point series, and later a short narrative
paragraph, of what they learned from the exploration.
To facilitate work on such projects based entirely on online
resources, beginning in Week Three of the course, students received
instruction in Russian-language computer literacy; that is, how to do
what they already do on the computer on a daily basis, but in Russian.
The self-guided materials for this instruction are available on an open
source online course, “Café Russia: Get Ready, Get Set, Go!,” produced
by the Texas Language Center and the Department of Slavic and
Eurasian Studies (Garza and Cotey, 2010) [http://laits.utexas.edu/caferussia/]. This site helps to prepare students to delve independently into
authentic, culturally-rich, websites entirely in Russian—even with only
very limited proficiency of active Russian. Students are taught through
the web-based course how to glean the specific information they need
using their limited vocabulary and grammar by taking full advantage of
their native-language skills at navigating websites to try to make sense of
the Russian equivalents.
13
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Given that university students spend an average of 26 hours per
week on social networking sites (SNS), such as Facebook (Alemán, et al.
2009), it is the goal of the Intensive course to “appropriate” some of those
contact hours and direct students to similar Russian-language SNSs, such
as «Одноклассники» and «В Контакте». These essential “web-surfing”
skills prepare students to move with relative ease into a familiar—but
now entirely russophone—virtual environment for authentic language
use outside of class. Similarly, students accustomed to using websites
such as amazon.com for ordering books quickly learn to use websites
such as OZON.ru or kniga.ru4 to shop for and purchase a book of their
choosing, spending no more than ten dollars on the purchase, for use
during the second semester for out-of-class reading. Focused, goaloriented task-based training such as this provides students with the
necessary tools not only to become more proficient in the language and
culture, but also to become academically and socially competent and
competitive as a student of Russian in the U.S., and hopefully soon as a
student in Russia, as well. Such extracurricular autonomous interaction
with the language and culture in authentic, albeit virtual, contexts
provides the student with the additional contact hours necessary to
attain the desired proficiency goals. Equally important, however, is the
affective benefit to the student of gaining confidence in negotiating
meaning in the language while exploring and using the seemingly
familiar environment of Internet websites.
The Intensive Russian course at the University of Texas at Austin
also has, like most courses at the University, a dedicated, passwordprotected Blackboard website for each section that houses all courserelated materials, from syllabus to individual assignments, from
announcements to discussion space. Figure 1 below shows the homepage
of the Intensive Russian course from 2010-11. The left-hand column
shows the menu of links to syllabus, assignments, faculty information,
grades, discussion, etc. Students begin using the Blackboard site from
day one in class to access and retrieve supplementary materials on the
Cyrillic alphabet, the Russian sound system, and basic conversational
gambits.

Instructors and students who do not wish to use international sites for credit card
purchases can use the secure U.S.-based Russian-language online stores kniga.com or
ruskniga.com to obtain books for the individual reading project.
4
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Figure 1. Intensive Russian Course Blackboard Home Page
The common space of the course Blackboard website allows the
instructor to design and organize the 15 to 20 hours per week of contact
with the language that must occur outside of class in order to create fully
the intensive format of the course and to achieve the desired proficiency
levels at the completion of the course. The initial preparation of these
materials, from identifying links to crafting task-based exercises, is a very
time consuming part of the instructor’s commitment to the course, yet is
critical to provide the necessary interaction with the language required to
achieve proficiency. The creation of task-based exercises and activities to
facilitate language acquisition and cultural literacy has become an
increasingly visible and integral part of programs nationally (Antokhin,
et al.). Once prepared and posted to the Blackboard site, most of the
materials can be reused, shared, or modified in the future, though links
must be checked periodically to make sure that they are still active and
contain the same content.
Under the heading “Course Documents” on the Blackboard site,
the student will find a wide variety of tasks that link directly to authentic
Russian websites, giving the learner access to “real Russian in use” in an
environment that is comfortable for them to use and explore. Figure 2
below shows, for example, a sampling of Day Two materials for the
15
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Russian course to reinforce learning the Cyrillic alphabet and cursive
writing, as well as recordings of useful classroom phrases. These tasks
are designed to encourage students to go beyond the scope of “textbook”
instruction to practice and activate—even if the material is elementary—
what they are learning. The end result, harkening back to the early days
of Lozanov’s Suggestopedia, is to lower the level of language-learning
anxiety by creating a significantly less threatening and more reassuring
learning environment for students to go outside the box of traditional
textbook and workbook exercises and materials to find additional new
and diverse sources of language input to practice and explore on their
own. Here again, the familiar environment and medium of online
materials contributes to the minimizing affective factors, such as fear of
the unfamiliar and stress associated with encountering new linguocultural material, to encourage and support the students to work with
and in the language.

Figure 2. Tasks and Links for Additional Practice
In addition to the resources provided on the Blackboard site, each section
of the Intensive Russian course created its own Facebook group with
restricted access only for members of that class. The use of a dedicated
virtual space for student-to-student interaction outside of class is
16
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essential for students to begin to develop autonomous interaction in the
language with their peers and to develop foreign language literacy skills
(Arnold). Crucially, this space is designated as a “safe” space to explore
and experiment with language use, without the anxiety of correction.
Students know that even though the instructor participates in the group
discussion, setting topics, seeing student entries, and responding to
questions, s/he does not use the space to make corrections of grammar or
style. Instead, a simple correct rephrasing or restating of an error in
language in the instructor’s comments usually suffices, and larger issues
can then be addressed at the beginning of the next class meeting. Figure 3
below shows a sample page from the Russian course’s Facebook page
and illustrates the students’ use of language near the end of the Intensive
course in week 27 of instruction. In this scenario, students were given a
prompt from the instructor to comment on the difficulties they might be
encountering in finishing their home reading projects before presenting
oral book reports to the entire class.

Figure 3. Sample Screen from Discussion Space
17
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Typical in this exchange is the interaction among the students in
responding to each other’s postings, rather than simply responding to
the instructor’s prompt. While some errors in grammar and style are
evident, the proficiency orientation of the Intensive syllabus is much
more palpable in the students’ willingness to use and experiment with
new language to express their thoughts.
The subject matter and discussion on the Facebook site is
especially important in the Intensive course during the second semester.
As mentioned above, before students finish the first semester of Intensive
instruction, they use a Russian-language website to search for and order
a book of their choosing for reading during the second semester.
Crucially, the student choice of a book is based entirely on his/her
personal interest; the imperative here is to encourage the student to want
to read much and as often as possible, rather than have the entire class
read from a single instructor- or author-chosen text in a published
textbook that may or may not be of interest to the majority of students.
While many current textbook authors take a great deal of care and
attention in the choice of readings selected, any single text selected
simply cannot account for the individual differences and variety of tastes
of the students in any one classroom. The instructor does approve the
students’ final choices of texts, but only to ensure that the book had
substantial text (no picture books!). All of the texts selected were
appropriate and interesting choices. Almost all students of the Russian
Intensive courses chose works of fiction from the Russian classics (e.g.,
Chekhov’s short stories, Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons, Tolstoy’s Hadji
Murad), though several picked non-fiction books related to their hobbies
(e.g., Russian rock music, Russian acting techniques). Only one student
chose a Russian translation of an American novel (Stephenie Meyer’s
Twilight). The goal of the reading assignment is not necessarily to finish
the entire book; rather, the student is given a series of tasks to facilitate
his/her reading of whatever manageable portion of the book. Guided
questions, such as «Как выглядит главный герой Вашей книги?», «Где
происходит действие в этой части книги?», and «Что Вы узнали о
главном герое в этой части книги?», help the students focus on certain
details, while moving through the larger work. Since the works chosen
varied greatly in terms of difficulty of subject, language, and length,
some students were able to read all or nearly all of their books, while
others only managed to get through a few chapters. In all cases, though,
students were required to report on their books in a prepared oral
18
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presentation of approximately five minutes. Students were required to
provide certain basic material about their book, such as title, author,
genre, characters, and plot summary of whatever part of the book had
been read, but the actual form of the presentation was left up to the
students’ imagination. Some students chose a more conservative, formal
presentation style, while others chose to speak to the class as a character
from the book, or to present their report in the form of a news feature.
Each presentation was followed by a five- minute question-and-answer
period with the others in the class. These reports and Q and A periods
were recorded on digital video for an individual feedback session with
the instructor to go over details in language use and presentational skills
in Russian.
The final student-centered component of the Intensive method is
the implementation of extensive portfolio-based assessment of individual
progress in the course. The student-produced portfolios may take the
form of an actual folder or notebook of entries, or more frequently, they
are handed in as thumb drives with data files, or even URLs of studentproduced websites of collected materials. At the base of the students’
portfolio projects is a series of web-based prompts and content-driven
tasks on the course Blackboard site. These tasks are geared to
complement the lexical, grammatical, and conversational subject matter
of the basic textbook. Figure 4 below provides a sampling of portfolio
activities from the fourth week of instruction. Each activity is composed
of 1) a topic related to one of the subjects covered in the textbook or
video unit; 2) a website URL to link the student to the authentic material
for the task; and 3) a specific proficiency-level appropriate task to focus
the students’ attention on a particular relevant part of the material in the
website and produce a final written product for the portfolio.
For example, they may be asked to go to a Russian site that sells
furniture. They might be given the task to explore a site to select pieces
for the various rooms of their Russian apartment, selecting items, colors,
and sizes from those offered on the site. They then write out their
“shopping list” and sketch out the floor plan of their newly furnished
apartment to add to their portfolio for the course. Students are required
to complete a significant number of the tasks provided on the Blackboard
site: at least 12 assignments in semester one, and at least six in semester
two. (Entries for the students’ individualized reading project replace six
of the Blackboard assignments.). In addition to the Blackboard items,
students add a similar number of other entries to their portfolios from
19
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other Russian language exposure they experienced, such as a short précis
of a Russian film they saw, a synopsis or recording of a conversation they
had with a native speaker over coffee, a transcript of an ecorrespondence with a student in Russia, etc. In the second semester,
entries from the individual reading projects are also added to the
portfolios. The portfolios are assessed twice each semester and constitute
a significant portion of the student’s final grade: 20 percent.5 The
portfolio once again allows the student to focus his/her language
acquisition on topics and tasks that highlight their individual interests
and strengths, adding to the student-centered focus of the course and the
attempt to keep language-learning anxiety to a minimum.

Figure 4. Portfolio Task Prompts from Week Four of Instruction
The first year of conducting the Intensive Russian course at the
University of Texas at Austin in 2010-2011 provided data from the initial
set of results from this innovative experiment. First, the Intensive course
experienced an unprecedented level of retention from the first to second
For the first semester of the Intensive Russian course, in addition to the 20% of the final
grade allocated to the Portfolio, 30% goes to Testing (15% for three unit tests; 15% for the
final exam), 15% for daily Homework, 15% for Participation (daily performance), and
20% for the Final Oral Presentation.

5
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“year” of instruction, as compared to the traditional year-long courses.
Of the 25 students who began the Intensive course in the fall, all but one
continued to the spring―the equivalent of a 96 percent retention rate,
compared to the usual attrition of 40 to 50 percent in the traditional
yearlong courses (from first-year to second-year). Such a favorable
outcome might be attributable to a kind of Hawthorne Effect associated
with any innovative deviation from the traditional learning environment
and syllabus; however, other languages a the University, most notably
Arabic, have experienced similar high retention rates over the last several
years of instruction, suggesting that the phenomenon is more than
merely anecdotal of the effect of student enthusiasm. While students who
choose to study a language in this intensive format are certainly, at least
to some extent, self-selecting, it is important to note that the
demographics of the initial cohort were more diverse in terms of
academic majors, colleges, and ethnicity compared to students enrolled
in the two-year sequence. Second, all of the students completing the
Intensive course were assessed at the Intermediate Mid (N = 19) or
Intermediate High (N = 5) on an ACTFL-oriented 6 Oral Proficiency
Interview, conducted by faculty examiners from other Russian language
courses. These results compare exceptionally favorably to the OPI results
from traditional second-year courses, which range from Novice High to
Intermediate Mid. Third, of the 24 students who completed the Intensive
course in 2011, eight chose to participate in our Moscow Plus study
abroad summer program to prepare further for the third-year advanced
Russian course in the fall. Significantly, this group tested at a higher level
on the Moscow International University’s own entrance placement
test―a pro-achievement measure that incorporates proficiency-based
dialogic contexts into a discreet item assessment―than any other
previous group from the University of Texas who had completed secondyear Russian. Finally, all eight of these summer study students chose to
continue to third-year Russian, together with nine of the students who
completed the Intensive course, but did not study in Russia in the
summer. Of the remaining seven students in the original Intensive
cohort, five were graduating seniors, and two chose not to continue with
Russian after having fulfilled their College language requirement. In
The individuals who conducted these OPIs had all attended ACTFL proficiency testing
training, but were not yet certified. The manner of testing was conducted fully according
to ACTFL procedures for administration and assessment of oral proficiency.

6
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sum, the retention rate from “second” year (since Intensive language
students have only been studying the language for one academic year) to
third year for the Intensive group was 17 out of 24 students, or 71
percent. This figure compares favorably to the usual 24 percent retention
of students in our traditional course sequence from second- to third-year
Russian. Overall, during the past two years, the total number of students
enrolled in Russian language study at the University of Texas at Austin
has not changed, with two 25-student sections of Intensive Russian
replacing two sections of “regular” first-year. While considerably more
comparative and longitudinal empirical studies of Intensive courses
across languages is certainly warranted and forthcoming, the initial
experience and results from the Russian language program have
certainly been more than encouraging, not only for the health of the
language program itself, but also for the goal of attending to increased
proficiency gains in our domestic and abroad programs.
The first decade of the 21st century has sent our profession
profoundly mixed messages: on the one hand, government officials and
language educators have advocated for intensive, immersion-style
courses in the model of the national Flagship programs (Malone, et al.
2005, “Foreign Languages and Higher Education,” 2007), and even
designated languages such as Russian as “critical” to national security;
on the other hand, budget cuts have prompted the decimation of foreign
language programs in schools and universities across the country.
Intensive courses such as those in the University of Texas model offer the
possibility of attracting students to introductory language classes that
will not only allow them to fulfill the language requirement more
readily, but also to proceed more quickly to study abroad opportunities
and/or to upper division content courses in the language, culture, and
area studies. The intensive model inaugurated three decades ago in the
Soviet Union may today provide the basis for maintaining quality
proficiency-based foreign language instruction in our schools and
universities through Intensive courses. In the words of Kitajgorodskaja
more than 20 years ago: «Интенсивное обучение затронуло ряд
актуальных проблем преподавания иностранных языков и
привлекло внимание к новым аспектам методики в целом» (1986b,
5). Perhaps now, nearly three decades later, with the technological and
pedagogical advances that have been made in language teaching, the
potential of Intensive instruction can serve the profession not only by
22
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“drawing attention” to how we organize our courses, but also by helping
to keep our language programs viable and robust for years to come.
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